Explanation

Trails/Roads Located By GPS Methods

- Blue
- Blue/Orange
- Blue/Red
- Blue/Yellow
- White
- Yellow

- Pachaug Forest Roads
- Pachaug State Forest
- Quinebaug Fish Hatchery

Notes:

- Enduro route interpreted to follow GPS trail when trail color overlays enduro route symbol.
- Enduro route interpreted to follow existing highway when black line overlays enduro symbol.
- Enduro route digitized from 1:24,000 scale topographic mapping when entire symbol is solid color.
- Enduro route interpreted to follow existing highway when black line overlays enduro symbol.
- Enduro route digitized from 1:24,000 scale topographic mapping when entire symbol is solid color.

The boundaries of State-owned property as shown on this map are approximate.

GPS locations obtained using Trimble Pro XR receiver.
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